
EMERALD HIGH SCHOOL 

ENGLISH LANGUAGE (YEAR 11) 

  HOLIDAY ASSIGNMENT 

 

SECTION A 

Instruction: Answer ALL questions 

1. Read the text “Treasure Island” by Robert Louis Stevenson (the book is 

available for downloading online) and write a two-page review of it. Note: 

originality and creativity will be appreciated . 

2. Since you’ve become a teenager, what is the greatest challenge you’ve faced?  

 

SECTION B 

  PAPER 1 (OBJECTIVE) 

                                                                                                                                                      
In each of the following sentences, there is one word or group of words underlined and one 

gap. From the list of words lettered A-D, choose the word or group of words that is most 

nearly opposite in meaning to the underlined word and that will, at the same time, correctly 

fill the gap in the sentence. 

1. Mummy is rather gullible regarding claims of miraculous cures, whereas Daddy is 

________________ 

(a) dubious (b) credulous (c) skeptical (d) incredible 

2. Our educational system tends to inhibit rather than ___________ initiative and self- 

reliance. 

(a) prevent 

(b) promote 

(c) propagate 

(d) consolidate 

3. His suggestion will only ______________ the situation rather than ameliorating it. 

(a) retaliate 

(b) alleviate 

(c) articulate 

(d) aggravate 

4. Audu’s humility contrasts with his sister’s _______________ 

(a) haughtiness 

(b) aggressiveness 

(c) gentleness 

(d) looseness 

5. If you exceed the recommended dosage, the drug is harmful; otherwise it is 

______________ 

(a) serious 



(b) ingenious 

(c) safe 

(d) innocent 

6. Mr. Obi is very enthusiastic about his new job but his wife 

is____________________ 

(a) interested 

(b) apathetic 

(c) keen 

(d) sympathetic 

7. The speaker dwelt on________________ issues instead of highlighting the salient 

points of the matter. 

(a) important 

(b) previous 

(c) technical 

(d) trivial 

8. The jury maintained that only the evidence that obscured the facts of the case would 

be accepted. 

(a) summarized 

(b) illustrated 

(c) exemplified 

(d) clarified 

 

9. The complainant was told that nobody would listen to his argument, however 

spurious it might be. 

(a) constructive 

(b) false 

(c) genuine 

(d) illogical 

10. The present democracy in the country has been described as transitory rather than 

________________ 

(a) durable 

(b) nascent 

(c) old 

(d) stable 

SECTION B:                                                                                                                                                                                                            

From the options lettered A – D, choose the option that BEST FILLS the gap. 
11. Corruption is one social evil that must be _________________ from our society. 

(a) removed 

(b) withdrawn 

(c) eradicated 

(d) condemned 

12. The workers _______________ their trade union leader as a traitor. 

(a) denounced 

(b) recommended 

(c) concluded 

(d) rewarded 



13. The secretary had insulted the manager; so he was ______________ annoyed and 

sacked her. 

(a) clearly 

(b) justifiably 

(c) basically 

(d) certainly 

14. When he lost his father, we all _______________ with him. 

(a) consoled 

(b) regretted 

(c) mourned 

(d) comforted 

15. We should all _____________ the exploitation of the poor by the rich. 

(a) encourage 

(b) deploy 

(c) support 

(d) deplore 

16. The under aged soldiers were _______________ and sent back to school. 

(a) demoted 

(b) immobilized 

(c) demobilized 

(d) democratized 

17. The president ____________ the corruption charges proffered against him. 

(a) refuted 

(b) refused 

(c) reversed 

(d) recruited 

18. So far, scientistshave found little_____________ of life outside our planet. 

(a) theory 

(b) evidence 

(c) hypothesis(d) assumption 

19. The government is bracing up for a ______________ with the striking workers. 

(a) show off 

(b) show case 

(c) show piece 

(d) show down 

20. Many dignitary attended the ______________ of the new king. 

(a) inauguration 

(b) commendation 

(c) investigation 

(d) coronation 

 

SECTION C:                                                                                                                                                                             
After each of the following sentences, a list of possible interpretations of the sentence is 

given. Choose the interpretation that you consider most appropriate for each sentence. 

21. My business partner has been defrauding the company and pulling the wool over my 

eyes. This means that my associate has 

(a) bought me woolen pullovers. 

(b) provided woolen curtains for the office 

(c) been deceiving me 



(d) blinded me 

22. If she plays her cards right, MrsAnyanwu may be appointed Director-General. This 

means that she may succeed if she 

(a) handles the situation properly 

(b) differentiates the right cards from the wrong ones 

(c) learns to play cards well 

(d) maintains a good appearance 

23. Most businessmen are going through a bad patch these days. This means that most 

businessmen are experiencing 

(a) a boom 

(b) lots of difficulties 

(c) good and bad times 

(d) a temporary setback 

24. The chairman is playing his cards to his chest. This means that the chairman is 

(a) a bad player 

(b) inactive 

(c) very secretive 

(d) in a bad mood 

25. The accused person made a clean breast of the matter. This means that  

(a) his evidence was very clear and convincing 

(b) he told the whole truth about the matter 

(c) he implicated the others involved in the crime 

(d) nobody contradicted his evidence 

26. If the trader paid in full, his order was not pruned down 

(a) unless the trader paid in full, his order would be rejected 

(b) the trader who made full payment did not have his order reduced 

(c) as the trader did not increase his order, he did not need to pay in full 

(d) the trader who made some payment did not have his order delayed 

27. The class was tired of the new boy jawing away all the time. This means that  

(a) he talked continuously in class 

(b) he was always making trouble in class 

(c) he was always chewing in the class 

(d) he bit off people’s jaw. 

 

 

28. The wedding was attended by the cream of the society. This means the wedding was 

attended by  

(a) everybody in the society 

(b) only those who were invited 

(c) very important people 

(d) only the educated people 

29. In our college, the regulations concerning resits are a grey area. This means that 

(a) the regulations have often been ignored 

(b) the regulations are not very clear 

(c) the regulations have just been revised 

(d) the regulations are perfectly clear 

 

30. The prefect reeled off the names of all the students who broke the library law. This 

means that 

(a) the prefect gave the accurate list of the students who disobeyed library regulations 



(b) the prefect omitted the names of the students who broke into the library 

(c) the prefect submitted a complete list of the students who stole library books 

(d) the prefect gave a disjointed list of the students in the law library. 

 

SECTION: D                                                                                                                                                                                    

From the words lettered A to D below each of the following sentences, choose the word that 

is nearest in Meaning to underline word. 

31. The rest of the boys admire Olu’s verve 

(a) energy 

(b) handsomeness 

(c) work 

(d) intelligence 

32. The noise across the road drowned the sound of the keyboard in my room. 

(a) neutralized 

(b) overshadowed 

(c) balanced 

(d) equalized 

33. Things may change soon, but at the moment our economic situation is precarious 

(a) uncertain 

(b) unattractive 

(c) redeemable 

(d) buoyant 

34. The man’s story sounded plausible to the audience 

(a) credulous 

(b) credible 

(c) entertaining 

(d) fantastic 

35. The leader has the unstinting support of his party. 

(a) laudable 

(b) unsparing 

(c) cautious 

(d) uninspiring 

36. The carpenter built a commodious wardrobe 

(a) wide 

(b) gigantic 

(c) small 

(d) spacious 

37. He shared a room with someone whose behaviour was quite nauseating 

(a) disgraceful 

(b) disgusting 

(c) disrespectful 

(d) discouraging 

38. The cynics feared that the nation’s nascent democracy would fail 

(a) Critics 

(b) Illusionists 

(c) Delinquents 

(d) Pessimist 

39. Even when he realizes that he is wrong, our boss is too pig-headed to change his 

mind. 



(a) stubborn 

(b) humble 

(c) intelligent 

(d) unruly 

40. After the sumptuous dinner, the guest made a long speech 

(a) rich 

(b) voracious 

(c) gratifying 

(d) extravagant 

 

SECTION:E                                                                                                                                                              

From the words lettered A to D below each of the following sentences, choose the word 

that best completes each of the following sentences. 

41. Each of the girls ____________ bought a car. 

(a) have 

(b) had 

(c) has 

(d) having 

42. This portion is to be shared between _____________ 

(a) us and them 

(b) we and them 

(c) us and they 

(d) we and they 

43. Scarcely had I opened the door ____________ the dog came running in. 

(a) as 

(b) before 

(c) than 

(d) when 

44. Adamu looked at his watch and said:’ it’s high time we _______________ home. 

(a) go 

(b) went 

(c)  should go 

(d) must go 

45. The order is that everyone must be ___________ bed by midnight. 

A. on 

B. inside 

C. in 

D. within 

46. To succeed in any business, one must be prepared to shake ___________ one’s lazy 

habit. 

A. off 

B. over 

C. down 

D. of 

47. ___________ in his right senses will swallow live coals 

A. Anyone 

B. No one 



C. Everyone 

D. Each one 

48. One of the clever pupils ___________ able to solve the problem. 

A. can 

B. was 

C. were 

D. are 

49. He has stopped being foolish _____________? 

A. doesn’t he 

B. does he 

C. hasn’t he 

D. isn’t it 

50. I maintain that the property in question is ____________ 

A. mine 

B. our 

C. my 

D. their 

51. Although Sylvester and John promise to be here, __________ has turned up. 

A. both 

B. all 

C. neither                (d)   either 

52. The house ___________ he lives is spacious. 

A. that  

B. where 

C. by which 

D. to which 

53. It is high time you ___________ this place. 

A. left 

B. leave 

C. had left(d) have left 

54. Since you have lost your birth certificate, you have to go ____________ an affidavit 

A. for 

B. in 

C. on 

D. to 

55. Unfortunately, his plans to go abroad fell ______________  

a. off 

b. down  

c. under  

d. through 

56. The man asked me ______________  

a. who am I 

b. that who are you 

c. who I am 

d. who I was 



57. “It is high time you ______________ crying”, the woman told her daughter gently. 

a. stop  

b. should stop  

c. stopped  

d. must stop 

58. He would rather resign ______________ part in such a dishonest deal. 

a. instead of taking   

b. than taking 

c. than takes 

d. than take 

59. Those who own the company were urged to ______________ their debts. 

a. make good  

b. pay out 

c. run in 

d. pay off 

60. Luck ______________ the robbers on that fateful day,  

a. came down on 

b. ran out on 

c. ended up with  

d. made away with 

61. He never seemed to get it right _______________  

a. however he hard  

b. he tried however 

c. he however tried hard 

d. however hard he tried 

62. The day that Musa’s uncle died was the ______________ day of his life. 

a. more sadder  

b. sadder 

c. saddest  

d. most saddest 

63. With his reading glasses on, he could see the words _______________  

a. much more clearly 

b. clearly much more 

c. much clearly more 

d. much more clearer 

64. Neither Obi nor Jumoke _____________ present at the meeting. 

a. was  

b. were  

c. have been 

d. are 

65. Hardly had the journey started ______________ the car engine developed a fault. 

a. that  

b. when  

c. than 



d. soon 

66. At the end of this year, grandmother ______________ with us for seven years. 

a. is living 

b. has lived 

c. will have lived 

d. has been living 

67. Ada is ____________ to do that kind of thing  

a. too intelligent much  

b. too much intelligent 

c. intelligent too much 

d. much too intelligent  

68. ____________ were sent to the library by the English teacher  

a. I and Udoh 

b. Udoh and me 

c. Udoh and I  

d. Myself and Udoh 

69. The teachers ____________ politics when I entered the staff room  

a. are discussing  

b. were discussing about  

c. are discussing on 

d. were discussing 

 

70. The hunter, with his dog ____________ going into the forest  

a. was seen 

b. are being seen 

c. have beenseen 

d. were seen 

 

PASSAGE 

In the following passage, the numbered gaps indicate missing word. Against each 

number in the list below each passage, four options are offered in columns lettered A-D. 

Choose the word that is most suitable to fill the numbered gap in the passage. 

My friend and I visited his father at the medical ___(71)____ of the Lagos State University 

Teaching Hospital (LASUTH), Ikeja. He was receiving ___(72)___ for typhoid 

____(73)____ which he ____(74)____ from eating unhygienically prepared food sold on 

their street. As a ___(75)____, the doctor ___(76)___ an antibiotic for him. When we got to 

the ward, he was still feeling __(77)___ because he had been given sleeping ___(78)____. 

The doctor advised him to take a daily ____(79)____ of the antibiotic tablet twice. He was 

also told to relax regularly for a quick ____(80)____.  



 A  B   C  D 

71. room  Ward   word  department 

72. recipe  heal   treatment management 

73. infection attention  epidemic attack 

74. contacted got   met  contracted 

75. melody remedy  parody  curative 

76. prescribed recommended  proscribed described 

77. shady  chronic  drowsy  sleeping 

78. seal  pills   sachets  caplets 

79. dose  use   doze  those 

80. recover recovery  getting up improvement 

 

 

                                                                                                                                                         

ENGLISH LANGUAGE PAPER 3 ----TEST OF ORALS 

SECTION 1 

From the words given, choose the word that has the Same 

Vowel Sound as the one in the underlined part of the given 

word  

Example: seat    (a) sit       (b) cite     (c) set      (d) key 

The correct answer is D because only ‘key’ contains the same 

vowel sound as the one underlined in seat. Therefore answer space 

D would be shaded. 

Now answer the questions that follow 

1. foal (a) pull  (b) pool (c) pail (d) pole 

 

2. awe (a) bale (b) bore (c) low (d) bough 

 

3. won (a) one (b) con (c) wan (d) clone 

 

4. base (a) reign (c) chastity (d) bassoon  

 

5. wanted (a) elder (b) kid (c) showed 

 

 jealous (a) admit (b) outside (c) mouse (d) pout 

 

6. pier (a) liar (b) pie (c) peers (d) pears  

 



7. lie (a) loin (b) python (c) pantheon (d) sieve 

 

8. class (a) chat (b) curse (c) last (d) claims 

 

9. tourism (a) poor (b) bare (c) doer (d) dear 

 

10. west (a) mist (b) feast (c) bait (d) jest  

 

11. mirth (a) much (b) word (c) myth (d) weird 

 

12. cord (a) fond (b) quote (c) gaunt (d) quaint 

 

13. vary (a) very (b) veil (c) scarce (d) lazy 

 

14. queue (a) quit (b) chew (c) quest (d) church 

 

  

 SECTION 2 

 

From the words lettered A to D choose the word that 

has the same consonant sound(s) as the one 

represented by the letter(s) underlined. An example 

has been given below. 

 

Example: vice (a) cat (b) dress (c) show (d) chalk 

 

          The correct answer is B because only dress has the 

same consonant sound as the one underlined in vice. 

Therefore answer space B will be shaded. 

 

Now, answer the questions that follow. 

15.  wives (a) chose(b) chokes (c) verse (d) noose 

 

16. chic (a) chick (b) machine (c) chemist (d) champion 

 

17. chiefs (a) bags (b) kites (c) moves (d) thieves 

 



18. mate (a) stand (b) damn (c) punt (d) pawn 

 

19. smith(a) both (b) boot (c) clothe (d) smooth 

 

20. red (a) erred (b) arid (c) aired (d) are  

 

21. wings (a) pins (b) winds (c) wigs (d) lungs 

 

22. quite (a) scud (b) quay (c) screw (d) queasy 

 

23. oxen (a) buzz (b) dusk (c) books (d) toss 

 

24. baloney (a) talk (b) local (c) sulk (d) colt  

 

25. examine (a) assume (b) excess (c) axle (d) exhaust 

 

26. guitar (a) gem (b) gnarl (c) naught (d) get 

 

27. sachet(a) sachet (b) cheer (c) sack (d) mash 

 

28. whom (a) when (b) ahoy (c) dawn (d) war 

29. carve (a) laugh (b) half (c) new (d) vein  

SECTION 3 

From the words lettered A to D choose the word that 

rhymes with the given word. An example is given below. 

Example: obtain (a) detain (b) detail (c) claim (d) relay 

The correct answer is A because only obtain rhymes with detain 

Now answer the question that follow  

30. Owe (a) awe (b) dough (c) won (d) how 

 

31. Caught (a) found (b) laugh (c) court (d) cough 

 

32. Leapt (a) left (b) jumped (c) pumped (d) kept 

 

33. Write (a) bright (b) writ (c) writhe (d) brat 

 



34. First (a) pest (b) worst (c) next (d) birds 

 

 

SECTION 4 

In each of the following questions, the main/primary 

stress is indicated by writing the syllable on which it 

occurs in capital letters 

 

From the words lettered A to D, choose the word that has the 

correct stress. An example has been given below. 

 

Example: democratic (a) DE-mo-cra-tic (b) de-MO-cra-tic (c) 

de-mo-CRA-tic (d) de-mo-cra-TIC 

 

The correct answer is C because the main/primary stress of 

the word democratic is on the third syllable. 

 

Now answer the questions that follow: 

 

35. Mannerism (a) MAN-ner-i-sm (b) man-NER-i-sm (c) man-

ner-I-sm (d) man-ner-i-SM 

 

36. Intimately (a) IN-ti-mate-ly (b) in-TI-mate-ly (c) in-ti-

MATE-ly (d) in-ti-mate-LY 

 

37. Manufacture (a) MAN-u-fac-ture (b) man-U-fac-ture  

(c)man-u-FAC-ture (d) man-u-fac-TURE 

38. Accidental (a) AC-ci-den-tal (b) ac-CI-den-tal (c) ac-ci-

DEN-tal    (d)  ac-ci-den TAL 

39. Directorate (a) DI-rec-tor-ate (b) di-REC-tor-ate (c) di-rec-

TOR-ate (d) di-rec-tor-ATE 

 

 

SECTION 5 

In the following options lettered A-D, all the words 

except one have the same pattern. Identify one with 

the different stress pattern and shade your answer in 

the usual way 



 

An example is given below:  

Example: (a) away (b) apart (c) behind (driver) 

 

Option A, B, C are all stressed on the second syllable while 

option D is the only one stressed on the first syllable. So D is 

the correct answer. 

 

Now do the following: 

 

40. A. dinner      B. cardboard    C. postage      D. advice 

 

41. A. picture    B. doctor    C. pattern        D. receive 

 

42. A. special B. revise C. molest D. sincere 

 

43. A. invitation B. graduation C. photography D. 

photographic 

 

44. A. mosquito B. recorder C. possible D. laconic 

 

                                               SECTION 6 

In each of the following sentences, the word that receives 

the emphatic stress is written in capital letters. From the 

questions lettered A to D, choose the one to which the 

given sentence is the appropriate answer. An example is 

given below. 

Example: Mother’s friend hates pet. 

A. Does your mother’s boss hates pets? 

B. Does your mother’s friend love pets? 

C. Does your mother’s hate toys? 

D. Does your father’s friend hate pets? 

 

The correct answer is A because My mother’s friends FRIEND 

hates pets answers the question, Does your mother’s boss 

hate pets?  

 



Now answer the questions below: 

 

46. Lara SUCCEEDED in her ambitious business. 

A. Did Jane succeed in her ambitious business? 

B. Did Lara succeed in her modest business? 

C. Did Lara fail in her ambitious business? 

D. Did Lara succeed in her ambitious studies? 

 

47. Some DECENTLY dress men are dishonest. 

A. Are some decently dressed women dishonest? 

A. Are all decently dressed men dishonest? 

C. Are some decently dressed men dishonest? 

D. Are some shabbily dressed men dishonest? 

 

48. My favourite AUNT sings like a nightingale. 

A. Does my favourite aunt sing like an owl? 

B. Does my favourite uncle sing like a nightingale? 

C. Does my favourite aunt talk like a nightingale? 

D. Does his favourite aunt sing like a nightingale? 

 

49. Hardworking students usually PASS their examinations. 

A. Do lazy students usually pass their examination? 

B. Do hardworking students usually fail their examination? 

C. Do hardworking students rarely pass their examination? 

D. Do hardworking students usually pass their interview?50. A fox 

is better than a WILD dog. 

         A. Is a cat better than a wild dog? 

         B. Is a fox worse than a wild dog? 



        C. Is a fox better than a domestic dog? D. Is a fox better than a 

wild cat? 

SECTION 7 

From the words lettered A to D, choose the word that 

contains the sound represented by the given phonetic 

symbol. An example is given below: 

Example: /  ᵓi /          A. yell   B. holy     C. boy     D. idiot 

The correct answer is c because only boy contains the sound 

represented by the given symbol. Therefore, answer space c would 

be shaded. 

Now answer the questions below: 

51.    /ᶞ  /      A. bother    B. broader       C. under        D. author 

52.    /  ᵆ /        A. hut        B. apt     C. jump           D. mace 

53.    / ᶛ  /         A. rot      B. wrap       C. wrought         D. wrath 

54.    / ᵑ  /        A. one      B. punk       C. none       D. pawn 

55.  /ᴶ   /        A. cut        B. pay         C. cute        D. wire 

56.     / ʧ  /       A. watch     B. wedge     C. leash      D. purge 

57.     / l  /         A. calm        B. could       C. talk       D. vale 

58.      / ᵊᵘ /       A. hot         B. goat         C. fund        D. laid 

59.     /  ᵃi /        A. buy        B. power      C. tear        D. sail 

60.      /ᵃᵘ /        A. laugh     B. may        C. tough      D. plough 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 


